The
Wardrobe
Door
Experience.
Chaparral has the most complete and comprehensive
line of mirror doors available today. Our products can be
found in some of the most beautiful award winning model
homes that the building industry has to offer. In addition
to beauty, we also offer tremendous durability as the
products of choice by numerous hotels and luxury resorts
around the world.
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Series 100
Frameless sliding mirror doors/
steel system
A frameless economical answers that will be sure
to beautify its surroundings. Available with 1/2” or
1“ beveled options. Safety backed mirror to
ensure high quality, non-distorting images. A steel
frameless door that maximizes its mirror surface
while minimizing hardware.
Series 150
Frameless sliding mirror doors/
aluminum system
The aluminum frameless doors is the
overwhelming choice for high end projects.
Unsurpassed in elegance and distinctive design.
Non-distorting images. Available with 1/2” or 1“
beveled options. Premium grade aluminum to
ensure a high quality finish.
Series 150BF
Frameless mirrored bifold doors/
aluminum system
This aluminum frameless bifold gives you full
advantage of your closet opening. Available with
1/2” or 1“ beveled options. A frameless bifold that
maximizes its mirror surface while minimizing
hardware.
Series 205C
Semi-Frameless 6 raised panel sliding doors/
steel system
A classic look at an affordable price. Raised 6
panel door skin with 4 coat process. Well
constructed doors made from the finest materials.
Nylon rollers to ensure rolling performance.
Series 205BF
Semi-frameless bifold doors/
steel system
A creative answer for the opening the doesn't
accommodate a bipass system. A steel framed
door that has been designed for versatility and
durability. Semi-frameless design is available with
vinyl, mirror and colonist options.
Series 350
Narrow frames mitered corner sliding mirror doors/
aluminum system
An alternative narrow stile door that comes
standard with mitered corners. Mitered corner
construction for added strength and durability.
Series 450S
Narrow framed specialty mirror door/
aluminum system
A swing door that takes advantage of tis function
by creating the illusion of doubling the room size.
A full length alternative to an interior closet door.
Series 500
Narrow framed sliding mirror door/
steel system
The leader in aluminum framed door sales.
Engineered for smooth quiet operation. Well
constructed doors made from the finest materials.
Series 505
Narrow framed vinyl board sliding door/
steel system
An inexpensive solution for an opening. Nylon
rollers to ensure rolling performance. A quality
door system for the budget minded.
Series 550
Narrow framed sliding mirror door/
aluminum system
The leader in aluminum framed doors sales year
in and year out. Built in finger pull and a wide
variety of colors make this door the choice at an
affordable price.
Series 600
Wide frame sliding mirror door
steel system
Heavy-duty steel framed doors makes this door a
popular choice. Designed to compliment any
decor with a full range of today’s most popular
colors.
Countless options available. Pictures shown are
for demonstration purposes only. Please contact
your local authorized dealer to help accommodate
your individual needs.

